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A number of enhancements to AGIIS are due to recommendations of various Task Forces.  As 
a result of the Entity Rules Task Force, we released two (2) key Entity recommendations, on 
July 5, 2013. They were: 
 
Recommendation #1: Remove the Industry Flag requirements for Entities 
Recommendation #3: Eliminate the 10 Entity Types and converting the existing data to 3 new 
Entity Classifications (Business, Consumer and Location). 
 
The entity classification enhancement involved converting entity types to the three approved 
entity classifications and required updates to the file interface formats to reflect the changes. 
The new entity classifications are defined as:  
 
Business: Engages in transactions related to products or services consumed by others. 
-Includes current entity types of "industry provider", "manufacturer", "distributor" and "retailer"  
-Requires a company name and physical address 

Consumer: Purchases and uses products or services 
-Includes current entity types of "end-use business", "farm business" and "grower"  
-Requires a company name or first/last names and a physical or mailing address  
 
Location: A physical place that cannot be identified as a business or consumer 
-Includes current entity types of "rail siding", "drop point" and "terminal"  
-Requires a Location Name and Location Description 
 
At least one entity classification is required per active entity, and an entity can be classified as 
both a business and a consumer. An entity classified as a location may have no other 
classification. 
 
Subscriber Impact 
Recommendation #1: Removing the current Industry Flag requirements for Entities 

1. The Industry Flag field was removed from view on the AGIIS website  
2. For inbound files (to AGIIS) the Industry Flag field is ignored if populated by the 

subscriber  
3. For outbound files (to Subscriber) the fields will continue to exist in the schema, but will 

not be populated. 
 
Recommendation #3: Eliminate the 10 Entity Types and converted the existing data to 3 new 
Entity Classifications (Business, Consumer and Location). 

1. The file format schema was updated to add the 3 new Entity Classification fields. The 
Entity Type field will continue to exist in the outbound files, but will not be populated.  

2. The following file formats were modified to incorporate the new Entity Classification 
fields: 

 GLN Import ASCII  
 GLN Import XML  
 EBID Update Extract XML  
 EBID Update Extract CSV  
 EBID Update Extract ASCII  
 GLN Update Extract XML  



 GLN Update Extract CSV  
 EBID Subset Extract XML  
 EBID Subset Extract ASCII  
 GLN Subset Extract XML  
 GLN Subset Extract ASCII  
 Web Services XML 

Note: Entity Update Extract file formats EDI 838 and EDI 996 are not strictly used for AGIIS thus 

could not be modified to include the new Entity Classification fields. Additionally, defined fields 

for the Industry Flag and Entity Type will continue to be defined but will contain null values. 

Subscribers who use these file formats may obtain the Entity Classification data for entities in 

their subset by creating an EBID Subset Extract. 


